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(57) ABSTRACT 

A system and method Which provide a non-biological self 
replicating manufacturing system (“SRMS”) are disclosed. 
A preferred embodiment provides an SRMS that enables 
assembly stations to replicate. In a preferred embodiment, 
positional assembly is utilized by one or more assembly 
stations to construct like assembly stations. Furthermore, in 
a most preferred embodiment, such assembly stations are 
small scale devices that are capable of Working With small 
scale parts, such as micron-scale, nanometer-scale or even 
molecular-scale parts, in order to construct like assembly 
devices. The SRMS of a preferred embodiment performs 
surface-to-surface assembly. For example, an assembly sta 
tion on a ?rst surface (e.g., Wafer), Surface A, constructs a 
like assembly station on another surface (e.g., Wafer), Sur 
face B. Most preferably, the assembly stations replicate at an 
exponential rate. 

109 Claims, 11 Drawing Sheets 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SELF 
REPLICATING MANUFACTURING 

STATIONS 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

This application is related to concurrently ?led and com 
monly assigned US. patent application Ser. No. 09/570,170 
entitled “SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR COUPLING 
MICROCOMPONENTS,” Ser. No. 09/569,329 entitled 
“GRIPPER AND COMPLEMENTARY HANDLE FOR 
USE WITH MICROCOMPONENTS,” and,” Ser. No. 
09/569,328 entitled “RIBBON CABLE AND ELECTRI 
CAL CONNECTOR FOR USE WITH 
MICROCOMPONENTS,” the disclosures of Which are 
hereby incorporated herein by reference. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

This invention is related in general to manufacturing, and 
in particular to a non-biological self replicating manufac 
turing system. 

BACKGROUND 

A recogniZed desire exists in the prior art for non 
biological self replicating manufacturing systems. Manufac 
turing systems are commonly implemented to produce (or 
manufacture) many types of non-biological items, including 
but not limited to commercial products (e.g., automobiles, 
clothing, appliances, computer components, etcetera), 
industrial products (e.g., parts used in industrial factories), 
and even information (e.g., data generated by a computer 
system). Various attempts and advances have been made in 
such non-biological manufacturing systems of the prior art 
to manufacture an end product in a timely and cost ef?cient 
manner. A relatively simple example of a prior art manu 
facturing advancement Was the development of the assembly 
line in the early 1900’s by Henry Ford to enable mass 
production of automobiles in a timely and cost ef?cient 
manner. Of course, numerous additional advances have been 
made in the ?eld of manufacturing in attempts to further 
improve the timeliness and cost ef?ciency of various manu 
facturing systems. 

While many such advancements have been made toWard 
improving manufacturing systems’ production of an end 
product, a desire has also been recogniZed for improving the 
development of the manufacturing systems themselves. For 
example, a desire has been recogniZed for improving the 
timeliness and cost ef?ciency associated With developing (or 
“manufacturing”) a manufacturing system. For instance, a 
factory may be implemented With one or more assembly 
lines included therein to enable the factory to mass produce 
automobiles. HoWever, a desire exists for manufacturing the 
factory itself (having the assembly lines therein) in a timely 
and cost ef?cient manner. Prior art theorists have long 
recogniZed the desirability of a non-biological self replicat 
ing manufacturing system. Such a self replicating system 
Would ?rst enable a manufacturing system to effectively 
replicate, resulting in additional like manufacturing systems. 
Thereafter, the manufacturing systems may all Work to 
manufacture end products. As a result, the timeliness and 
cost efficiency of producing a manufacturing system, as Well 
as end products, may be enhanced. 

As a broad example of such a self replicating theory, 
further consider the above example of a factory that includes 
assembly lines for mass producing automobiles. If such a 
factory Were a self replicating manufacturing system, then 
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2 
the factory itself could produce another like factory (i.e., 
replicate), and the tWo factories could then Work in parallel 
to manufacture end products (e.g., automobiles). Of course 
this theory need not only be applied at the highest level of 
a manufacturing system (e.g., the factory itself), but could be 
applied to any level Within a manufacturing system (e.g., to 
any manufacturing system included Within the factory). For 
example, an assembly line included Within the factory, if 
implemented as a self replicating assembly line, could 
replicate to ef?ciently generate a desired number of such 
assembly lines to be utiliZed Within the factory. 

Self replication is a desirable concept not only for large 
scale manufacturing systems, such as factories, but also for 
much smaller scale manufacturing systems. A particular 
need has been recogniZed for a non-biological self replicat 
ing manufacturing system in the ?eld of nanotechnology. 
That is, a particular need has been recogniZed for a non 
biological self replicating manufacturing system for micro 
assembly and nano-assembly of end products. For example, 
due to the particular complexity and time requirements 
typically associated With nanotechnology manufacturing, a 
non-biological self replicating manufacturing system in this 
?eld is especially desirable. In the past feW decades, theories 
have been proposed for providing self replicating manufac 
turing systems on various siZe scales, from very large 
manufacturing systems (e.g., see the Lunar Factory pro 
posed by NASA and ASEE described beloW) to manufac 
turing systems that manufacture end products at the molecu 
lar level (e.g., see Drexler’s Assembler described beloW). 
One example of a proposed self replicating manufacturing 

system in space exploration is the Self-Replicating Lunar 
Factory proposed by the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) and the American Society for Engi 
neering Education (ASEE) in 1980 (see NASA Conference 
Publication 2255: Advanced Automation for Space 
Missions, edited by Robert A. Freitas, Jr. and William P. 
Gilbreath, National Technical Information Service, US. 
Department of Commerce, Spring?eld, VA; N83-15348). 
This proposal describes a vastly complex self replicating 
system intended to self replicate Within a relatively uncon 
trolled environment (i.e., the surface of the Earth’s moon). 
More speci?cally, the resulting proposal included a 150 
page chapter on “Replicating Systems Concepts: Self 
Replicating Lunar Factory and Demonstration” Which pro 
posed a 20-year program to develop a self-replicating 
general purpose lunar manufacturing facility (a Self Repli 
cating System, or SRS) that Would be placed on the lunar 
surface. The initial “seed” for the facility, to be landed on the 
lunar surface from Earth to start the process, Was 100 tons 
(approximately four Apollo missions). Once this 100-ton 
seed Was in place, all further raW materials Would be mined 
from the lunar surface and processed into the parts required 
to extend the SRS. A signi?cant advantage of this approach 
for space exploration Would be to reduce or eliminate the 
need to transport mass from the Earth—Which is relatively 
expensive. 
The report remarks that “[t]he difficulty of surmounting 

the Earth’s gravitational potential makes it more ef?cient to 
consider sending information in preference to matter into 
space Whenever possible. Once a small number of self 
replicating facilities has been established in space, each able 
to feed upon nonterrestrial materials, further exports of mass 
from Earth Will dWindle and eventually cease. The replica 
tive feature is unique in its ability to groW, in situ, a vastly 
larger production facility than could reasonably be trans 
ported from Earth. Thus the time required to organiZe 
extraordinarily large amounts of mass in space and to set up 
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and perform various ambitious future missions can be 
greatly shortened by using a self-replicating factory that 
expands to the desired manufacturing capacity.” 
Accordingly, a large-scale, vastly complex, non-biological 
self replicating manufacturing system has been proposed in 
the prior art for operation Within the relatively uncontrolled 
environment of the Earth’s moon. While such a system has 
been proposed, it has yet to be implemented in a manner that 
supports the proposition that such a vastly complex system 
is Workable/successful as a self replicating manufacturing 
system in such an uncontrolled environment. Without such 
an implementation, such a proposal appears speculative due 
to the enormous complexity involved, in addition to the 
relatively unpredictable nature of the uncontrolled environ 
ment in Which the manufacturing system is proposed to be 
implemented. 

Another example of a proposed non-biological self rep 
licating manufacturing system is provided in the theoretical 
Work of von Neumann (see Theory of Self-Reproducing 
Automata, by John von Neumann, edited and completed by 
Arthur W. Burks, University of Illinois Press, 1966). The 
von Neumann architecture for a self replicating system is 
perhaps the ancestral and archetypical proposal for non 
biological self replicating manufacturing systems (see eg 
How a SIMD machine can implement a complex cellular 
automaton?[sic] A case study: von Neumann ’s 29-state 
cellular automaton, by Jacqueline Signorini, Proceedings 
Supercomputing ’89, ACM Press, 1989). Von Neumann 
proposed tWo types of systems: (1) a cellular automata 
system and (2) a “kinematic machine.” 
Von Neumann’s proposed self-replicating system con 

sisted of tWo central elements: a Universal Computer and a 
Universal Constructor. The Universal Computer contains a 
program that directs the behavior of the Universal Construc 
tor. The Universal Constructor, in turn, is used to manufac 
ture both another Universal Computer and a Universal 
Constructor. Once constructed, the neWly manufactured 
Universal Computer Was programmed by copying the pro 
gram contained in the original Universal Computer, and 
program execution Would then begin on the neWly manu 
factured Universal Computer. 
Von Neumann Worked out the details for a Constructor 

that Worked in a theoretical tWo-dimensional cellular 
automata World, and parts of his proposal have since been 
modeled computationally (see How a SIMD machine can 
implement a complex cellular automaton ?[sic]A case study: 
von Neumann’s 29-state cellular automaton, by Jacqueline 
Signorini). The Constructor had an arm, Which it could move 
about; and a tip, Which could be used to change the state of 
the cell on Which it rested. Thus, the proposal suggested that 
by progressively moving the arm and changing the state of 
the cell at the tip of the arm, it Was possible to create 
“objects” that consisted of regions of the tWo-dimensional 
cellular automata World Which Were fully speci?ed by the 
program that controlled the Constructor. Theoretically, one 
such “object” that could be created by the Constructor is a 
like Constructor and companion computer. 

While this solution demonstrates the theoretical validity 
of the idea, von Neumann’s kinematic constructor (Which 
Was not Worked out in such detail) has had perhaps a greater 
in?uence, for it is a model of self replication Which can more 
easily be adapted to the three-dimensional World in Which 
We live. The kinematic constructor Was a robotic arm Which 

moved in three-space, and Which grasped parts from a sea of 
parts around it. These parts Were then assembled into 
another kinematic constructor and its associated control 
computer. 
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4 
It should be noted that self replication, While important, is 

generally not a sole objective. A manufacturing device able 
to make copies of itself but unable to make anything else (or 
perform/satisfy some other task/function) Would typically 
not be very valuable. Von Neumann’s proposals are centered 
around the combination of a Universal Constructor, Which 
could make anything it Was directed to make, and a Uni 
versal Computer, Which could compute anything it Was 
directed to compute. This combination provides immense 
value, for it can be re- programmed to make any one of a 
Wide range of things. It is this ability to make almost any 
structure that is generally desired, and to do so at loW cost, 
Which is generally considered to be of value. The ability of 
the device to make copies of itself is typically a means to 
achieve loW cost, rather than an end in itself. Of course, it 
is not a requirement that a self replicating manufacturing 
system be capable of producing an end product other than a 
like manufacturing system in order to have value. For 
example, a chair that is capable of replicating (or 
“manufacturing”) itself but unable to manufacture any other 
end product is still valuable in that the chair itself, once 
produced, serves a useful function (i.e., provides a suitable 
surface for sitting). 
A more recent proposal for a non-biological self replicat 

ing system has been presented by Eric Drexler for an 
“assembler” (see Nanosystems: molecular machinery, 
manufacturing, and computation, by K. Eric Drexler, Wiley 
1992). Drexler’s assembler folloWs the von Neumann kine 
matic architecture, but is specialiZed for dealing With sys 
tems made of atoms. That is, the emphasis of Drexler’s 
proposal (in contrast to von Neumann’s proposal) is on 
small siZe, e.g., molecular scale systems. In Drexler’s 
proposal, von Neumann’s computer and constructor both 
shrink to the molecular scale, While the constructor takes on 
additional detail consistent With the desire to manipulate 
molecular structures With atomic precision. 
The molecular constructor of Drexler’s assembler has tWo 

major subsystems: (1) a positional capability and (2) the tip 
chemistry. The positional capability might be provided by 
one or more small robotic arms, or alternatively might be 
provided by any one of a Wide range of devices that provide 
positional control (see eg Robotic Engineering: an Inte 
grated Approach, by Richard D. Klafter, Thomas A. 
ChmieleWski, and Michael Negin, Prentice Hall 1989). The 
emphasis, though, is on a positional device that is very small 
in scale: perhaps 0.1 microns (100 nanometers) or so in siZe. 
It should be understood, that in the ?eld of nanotechnology, 
current Scanning Probe Microscope (SPM) designs typically 
employ pieZoelectric elements for positional control (see 
e.g., Scanning Tunneling Microscopy and Atomic Force 
Microscopy: Application to Biology and Technology, by P. 
K. Hansma, V. B. Elings, O. Marti and C. E. Bracker, 
Science, Vol. 242, Oct. 14, 1988, pages 209—216). It has 
been recogniZed that, in general, it is more preferable to 
implement mechanical positioning systems having a large 
range of motion in relation to their overall siZe Within a self 
replicating manufacturing system, in contrast to available 
pieZoelectric or other electrostatic positioning devices hav 
ing a small range of motion in relation to their overall siZe. 
In general, the reasons for such preference for mechanical 
positioning devices at the molecular scale are similar to the 
reasons that mechanical devices are commonly employed at 
the macroscopic scale: the desire for compactness, large 
range of motion relative to siZe, and high positional accuracy 
(e.g., high stiffness). These considerations Weigh against 
electrostatic and pieZoelectric devices. Molecular mechani 
cal devices, on the other hand, can theoretically employ very 
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stiff materials and, With appropriate design, can have joints 
that rotate easily but Which at the same time provide high 
stiffness in other degrees of freedom (see e.g., Nanomachin 
ery: Atomically precise gears and bearings, by K. Eric 
Drexler, in IEEE Micro Robots and Teleoperators 
Workshop, Hyannis, Cape Cod, November 1987; and A 
Proof About Molecular Bearings, by Ralph C. Merkle, 
Nanotechnology Volume 4, 1993, pages 86—90). 

The tip chemistry in Drexler’s proposal is logically simi 
lar to the ability of the von Neumann universal constructor 
to alter the state of a cell at the tip of the arm, but noW the 
change in “state” corresponds to a real-World change in 
molecular structure. That is, a set of Well-de?ned chemical 
reactions that take place at the tip of the arm must be 
speci?ed, and this Well-de?ned set must be suf?cient to 
alloW the synthesis of the class of structures of interest. 
Various methods for implementing such a “tip chemistry” 
have been proposed in the prior art. For example, Chemical 
Vapor Deposition (CVD) is often utiliZed for synthesiZing 
diamond at a relatively loW temperature and pressure. In this 
process a highly reactive loW-pressure gas is passed over the 
groWing diamond surface. The gas typically includes atomic 
hydrogen and various species of hydrocarbons. The groWing 
diamond surface is usually terminated With hydrogen. A 
fairly common mechanism for groWth involves (1) the 
abstraction of one or more hydrogen atoms from the surface, 
leaving one or more dangling bonds, folloWed by (2) reac 
tion of the dangling bond(s) With a carbon containing 
species (e.g., CH3, C2H2, etc). This cycle of abstraction and 
deposition may be repeated inde?nitely. 

HoWever, to make an atomically precise diamondoid 
structure, it Would typically be undesirable to rely on reac 
tive molecules in a gas. A gas molecule can react With the 
surface at any location, and so the synthesis process is 
statistical and largely uncontrolled. To achieve atomically 
precise control over the product, highly precise positional 
control over the reactants is generally needed. One sugges 
tion in the prior art is to mount a highly reactive molecule 
on the tip of a positional device. For example, hydrogen 
abstraction can take place When an atomic hydrogen in the 
reactive gas strikes a hydrogen bonded to the groWing 
surface. In some cases, the result Will be an H2 molecule 
leaving the surface and a dangling bond at the site Where the 
H Was removed. Unfortunately, atomic hydrogen is dif?cult 
to hold Without making it inert. Bonded to the tip of a 
positional device, a hydrogen atom is non-reactive. If it is 
not bonded to some structure, then it is dif?cult to control its 
position With the required precision. Thus, the prior art has 
proposed a hydrogen abstraction tool Which (a) has one end 
Which is fairly stable, and so can be bonded into a larger 
“handle,” and (b) has a highly reactive end that has a high 
af?nity for hydrogen. 
An example of such a prior art tool is the propynyl 

hydrogen abstraction tool illustrated in FIG. 1. In the exem 
plary theory of the prior art shoWn in FIG. 1, the carbon atom 
at the tip is triply bonded to the middle carbon atom, Which 
is in turn singly bonded to the carbon atom at the base. The 
tip atom is a radical. If the tip atom Were bonded to 
hydrogen, the resulting bond Would be very strong: about 
130 kcal/mole. Quantum chemical calculations strongly 
support the idea that this tool Will be able to easily abstract 
hydrogen from most diamond surfaces, and in particular that 
the barrier to the abstraction Will either be small or non 
existent (see e.g., Theoretical Studies of a Hydrogen 
Abstraction Tool for Nanotechnology, by Charles B. 
Musgrave, Jason K. Perry, Ralph C. Merkle and William A. 
Goddard, III, Nanotechnology 2, 1991, pages 187—195). The 
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base of the tool Would be bonded into an extended diamon 
doid “handle” Which could then be mechanically grasped 
and positioned. This tool could be used to remove hydrogen 
in a site-speci?c fashion from a diamondoid Work-piece, 
thus setting the stage for a carbon deposition tool to bond 
one or more carbon atoms at that site. Once the tool had 
performed its task it could either be throWn out and a neW 
tool created from an appropriate pre-cursor, or the tool could 
be “refreshed” by removal of the abstracted hydrogen atom. 

Additionally, several proposals for carbon deposition 
tools have been made. The general idea, hoWever, is to use 
tools Which bond a gas-phase groWth species to a position 
ally controlled tip, and then to employ a reaction mechanism 
similar to that Which Would occur for the gas-phase species 
during deposition on the surface. It is useful to note that 
positional control also provides a convenient and very 
controlled mechanism for providing the activation energy 
sometimes needed: it is possible to apply mechanical force 
(push). This option is not normally available in chemistry 
and so opens up a rich neW set of reaction mechanisms. 

The assembler, as proposed by Drexler, is not a speci?c 
device, but is instead a class of devices. Speci?c members of 
this class Will deal With speci?c issues in speci?c Ways. 
Accordingly, it has been suggested in the prior art, that to 
enable such an assembler as that proposed by Drexler, one 
is required to specify many details of such assembler (see 
Self Replicating Systems and Molecular Manufacturing, by 
Ralph C. Merkle, Journal of the British Interplanetary 
Society, Volume 45, 1992, pages 407—413). For example, to 
specify an assembler one needs to specify (1) the type and 
construction of the computer, (2) the type and construction 
of the positional device, (3) the set of chemical reactions that 
take place at the tip, (4) hoW compounds are transported to 
and from the tip, and hoW the compounds are modi?ed (if at 
all) before reaching the tip, (5) the class of structures that can 
be built by the assembler, (6) the environment in Which it 
operates, and (7) the method of providing poWer to the 
assembler. Additionally, it has been recogniZed that it is 
often desirable to be capable of transmitting instructions to 
the assembler. Therefore, an additional element may be 
required to be speci?ed: (8) a receiver that alloWs the 
assembler to receive instructions (e.g., broadcast 
instructions, as discussed more fully beloW). Depending on 
the type of manufacturing system desired, as Well as the 
environment in Which such system is expected to function, 
additional characteristics may need to be speci?ed for the 
assembler. 
Another type of theoretical non-biological self replicating 

system, also proposed in the prior art, is Richard Laing’s 
replication by inspection approach (see Some Alternative 
Reproductive Strategies in Arti?cial Molecular Machines, 
Journal of Theoretical Biology, Volume 54, 1975, pages 
63—84; Automation Introspection, Journal of Computer Sys 
tem Science, Volume 13, 1976, pages 172—183; and Auto 
mation Models of Reproduction by Self-Inspection, Journal 
of Theoretical Biology, Volume 66, 1977, pages 437—456; by 
Richard A. Laing). This approach relies upon the ability, in 
von Neumann’s kinematic model, of a machine to identify 
all parts of the system and thus to determine the type and 
location of all components. Thus for example, a replicating 
system may consist of tWo devices-one active, the other 
passive, but each capable of assuming passivity upon a 
signal from the active device. Beginning With tWo devices 
(not necessarily identical), one device inspects the second 
device and builds a duplicate of the second device. Then the 
second device inspects the ?rst and builds a duplicate of it, 
the active and passive status of the tWo devices being 
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exchanged. The result is that the tWo devices have replicated 
themselves, Without either device being independently 
capable of self-replication, but also Without either device 
possessing any explicit set of structural plans. 
A further type of non-biological self replicating system 

has been proposed in the prior art, Which utiliZes a “broad 
cast architecture.” In the von Neumann architecture and 
Drexler’s assembler (and in living systems) the complete set 
of plans for the system are carried internally in some sort of 
memory. This is not a logical necessity in a self replicating 
manufacturing system. If the “constructor” is separated from 
the “computer,” and many individual constructors are 
alloWed to receive broadcast instructions from a single 
central computer then each constructor need not remember 
the plans for What it is going to construct: it can simply be 
told What to do as it does it. An example of such a broadcast 
architecture is illustrated logically in FIG. 2. As shoWn in 
FIG. 2, a central macroscopic computer 202 may be 
implemented, Which broadcasts instructions to one or more 
molecular constructors 204. This approach not only elimi 
nates the requirement for a central repository of plans Within 
the constructor (Which is noW the component that self 
replicates), it can also eliminate almost all of the mecha 
nisms involved in decoding and interpreting those plans. 
Advantages of such a broadcast architecture include: (1) it 
reduces the siZe and complexity of the self replicating 
component, (2) it alloWs the self replicating component to be 
rapidly redirected to build something novel, and (3) if the 
central computer is macroscopic and directly controllable, 
the broadcast architecture is inherently “safe” in that the 
individual constructors lack suf?cient capability to function 
autonomously (e.g., prevents constructors from replicating 
on their oWn undesirably). 

Various methods have been proposed for enabling such a 
“broadcast architecture.” Drexler has proposed immersing 
the constructor in a liquid or gas capable of transmitting 
pressure changes and using pressure sensitive ratchets to 
control the motions of the constructor. If each pressure 
sensitive ratchet has a distinct pressure threshold (so that 
pressure transitions around the threshold cause the ratchet to 
cycle through a sequence of steps While pressure changes 
that remain about or beloW the threshold cause the ratchet to 
remain inoperative) then it is possible to address individual 
ratchets simply by adjusting the pressure of the surrounding 
?uid. This greatly reduces the complexity of the instruction 
decoding hardWare. This general approach is similar to that 
taken in the Connection Machine (see The Connection 
Machine, by Daniel Hillis, MIT Press, 1986) in Which a 
single complex central processor decodes and broadcasts 
instructions to a large number of very simple processors With 
limited memory and limited capabilities. Storing the 
program, decoding instructions, and other common activi 
ties are the responsibility of the single central processor; 
While the large number of small processors need only 
interpret a small set of very simple instructions. Thus, this 
“broadcast” approach may minimiZe the amount of memory 
required for each assembler. On the other hand, if the 
assembler Were not able to receive broadcast instructions, 
then it Would be necessary for each assembler to have 
sufficient on-board memory to remember (a) hoW to build a 
second assembler and (b) hoW to build some useful product 
(or perform some other useful task once it is completed). In 
this scenario, a single appropriately programmed “seed” 
assembler Would then have to replicate itself, manufacturing 
a large number of similarly programmed copies of itself. 
Accordingly, such an approach is less economically desir 
able than a broadcast approach. 
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It is important to note that the particular focus herein is 

directed toWard “non-biological” self replicating manufac 
turing systems (Which may also be referred to herein as 
“general manufacturing systems”). Many biological systems 
are available that are capable of self replication (e.g., human 
beings, etcetera). Such biological systems commonly 
include the ability for self replication. HoWever, non 
biological manufacturing systems (e.g., factories) are typi 
cally unable to self replicate. Many differences have been 
noted in the prior art betWeen non-biological self replicating 
manufacturing systems, to Which the present application is 
directed, and biological systems. While a non-biological self 
replicating system may be implemented in a manner that 
models (or simulates) a biological system, non-biological 
self replicating systems remain very different than a bio 
logical system. For example, just as an airplane is modeled 
in some respects after a bird, While remaining much different 
than a bird, a non-biological self replicating system may 
model a biological system but remain very different than a 
biological system. 

While the bene?ts of implementing a self-replicating 
manufacturing system have been long recogniZed (see e.g., 
T here ’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom, by Richard P. 
Feynman, Caltech’s Engineering and Science, February 
1960, Which recogniZes a desire for a set of slave “hands” 
that are somehoW operable to manufacture smaller copies of 
such “hands”), little advancement has been made beyond the 
above prior art theories that have been proposed. That is, 
beyond the theories proposed for non-biological self repli 
cating systems, little advance has been made in the prior art 
toWard implementation of a non-biological self replicating 
system, particularly Within the ?eld of nanotechnology. 
Micro-assembly manufacturing stations of the prior art are 
typically developed one at a time by an outside manufac 
turing source (i.e., are not self-replicating). Furthermore, 
prior art micro-assembly manufacturing stations are typi 
cally manufactured either sequentially or in parallel With one 
another. One problem in prior manufacturing techniques is 
that generally an essential component of building more 
manufacturing systems is human involvement. People are 
commonly required to perform one or more critical 
operation(s) in the micro-assembly of a manufacturing sta 
tion. 
One example of a massively parallel technique commonly 

utiliZed in prior art micro-mechanical or micro-electrical 
manufacturing is that of lithography. Lithography is a Well 
knoWn manufacturing technique that is very parallel in 
nature in that it may be utiliZed to process millions of 
devices simultaneously, but it is a technique Which is not self 
replicating. Lithography is external to the manufactured 
parts themselves, e.g., the parts manufactured using lithog 
raphy are not capable of further lithography of like parts. 
Thus, While lithography enables massive parallelism in 
manufacturing components, it does not enable self replica 
tion. Various manufacturing techniques have been devel 
oped in the prior art to enable massive parallelism in the 
manufacture of such parts; hoWever, a successful self rep 
licating manufacturing system for micro-assembled parts 
has not been developed in the prior art. While massive 
parallelism in manufacturing generally increases the effi 
ciency of the manufacturing system beyond sequential 
manufacturing, parallel manufacturing does not achieve the 
level of efficiency that may be achieved through self repli 
cation of a manufacturing system. 
A non-biological self replicating manufacturing system is 

desirable for many reasons. First, self replication is an 
effective route to truly loW cost manufacturing. Furthermore, 
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self replication may enable manufacturing to be accom 
plished in a timely manner, e.g., decrease the overall time 
required to manufacture a resulting product. Additionally, 
self replication may enable a precise manufacturing process 
having a small rate of error. For example, self replication can 
all but eliminate the presence of “human error” (or other 
“outside manufacturing source” error) that is commonly 
introduced into the manufacturing process. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In vieW of the above, a desire exists for a non-biological 
self replicating manufacturing system. A particular desire 
exists for a non-biological self replicating manufacturing 
system for performing small scale assembly, such as micron 
scale and nanometer-scale assembly. A further desire exists 
for a non-biological self replicating manufacturing system 
that enables many assembly stations to be constructed in an 
ef?cient manner. 

These and other objects, features and technical advan 
tages are achieved by a system and method Which provide a 
non-biological self replicating manufacturing system 
(“SRMS”). Apreferred embodiment provides an SRMS that 
enables assembly stations to replicate (i.e., construct like 
assembly stations). In a preferred embodiment, positional 
assembly is utiliZed by one or more assembly stations to 
construct like assembly stations. Furthermore, in a most 
preferred embodiment, such assembly stations are small 
scale devices that are capable of Working With small scale 
parts in order to construct like assembly devices. For 
example, such assembly stations may be micron-scale 
devices that are capable of constructing like assembly 
devices from micron-scale parts. Of course, in alternative 
embodiments such assembly stations may be larger scale 
devices. 

A preferred embodiment provides an SRMS in Which 
surface-to-surface assembly is performed. That is, an assem 
bly station on a ?rst surface, Surface A, constructs a like 
assembly station on another surface, Surface B. Such con 
struction is preferably accomplished through positional 
assembly. Accordingly, the parts necessary to construct a 
like assembly station are prearranged in an accurate manner 
(Within some acceptable degree of positional error) on 
Surface B, and are presented to the assembly station of 
Surface A. For example, each surface may be a Wafer that 
contains one or more die sites on Which the necessary parts 
are prearranged. In a preferred embodiment, the tWo sur 
faces are handled by a translating machine of the SRMS, 
Which positions the assembly station of Surface A across 
from the parts of Surface B. Instructions are then sent (e.g., 
from a control computer) to the assembly station to cause the 
assembly station to construct a like assembly station from 
the prearranged parts on Surface B. Accordingly, a preferred 
embodiment provides an SRMS in Which one or more 
assembly stations may be constructed by a like assembly 
station. 

In a most preferred embodiment the SRMS is imple 
mented such that the construction of like assembly stations 
(i.e., the replication of assembly stations) is accomplished in 
an efficient manner. For example, parts necessary for con 
structing assembly stations may be included on both Surface 
A and Surface B, and assembly stations on each surface may 
construct like assembly stations on the other surface. For 
instance, assembly stations on Surface A may construct like 
assembly stations on Surface B, While assembly stations on 
Surface B may construct like assembly stations on Surface 
A. Such construction may be performed in a ping-pong 
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manner betWeen the tWo surfaces. Alternatively, such con 
struction may be performed in parallel on the surfaces, 
Wherein assembly stations on Surface A construct like 
assembly stations on Surface B While assembly stations on 
Surface B simultaneously construct like assembly stations 
on Surface A. Various other assembly processes may be 
implemented in the SRMS of a preferred embodiment. Most 
preferably, the assembly stations replicate at an exponential 
rate. For instance, in one embodiment the assembly stations 
replicate according to a Fibonacci sequence. In another 
embodiment the assembly stations replicate exponentially in 
a manner such that n replication iterations result in assembly 
stations on the order of 2”, i.e., “O(2”)” assembly stations. 

Accordingly, in a most preferred embodiment, once one 
or more assembly stations are constructed, such assembly 
stations may be presented the necessary parts and instruc 
tions to self replicate. Additionally, once one or more 
assembly stations are constructed, such assembly stations 
are most preferably capable of performing at least one other 
task (beyond self replicating). For example, in a most 
preferred embodiment, such one or more assembly stations 
may be presented With the necessary parts and instructions 
to enable such assembly stations to assemble a different 
device (e.g., a non-like device) or perform some other 
function. 

It should be understood that a preferred embodiment may 
provide a general manufacturing system that is capable of 
assembling a speci?c manufacturing system. Such speci?c 
manufacturing system may be identical to the general manu 
facturing system (i.e., may in effect be another “general 
manufacturing system”), or it may be different from the 
general manufacturing system. For example, the SRMS of a 
preferred embodiment may be implemented to enable multi 
generational groWth of assembly stations, in Which a ?rst 
generation of assembly station(s) assemble a second (or 
“later”) generation of assembly stations. Thereafter, such 
later generation of assembly stations may further assemble 
even later generation of assembly stations, and so on. It 
should be understood that the assembly stations of each 
generation may be identical. HoWever, in some implemen 
tations the assembly stations of each generation may be 
“like” assembly stations that are not necessarily identical. 
For example, the siZe of one or more generations of assem 
bly stations may differ from that of the earlier generations. 
For instance, a ?rst generation may assemble a second 
generation of assembly stations that are doWnscaled or 
upscaled from the ?rst generation. As another example, the 
assembly stations of one or more later generations may be 
completely different than the earlier generations of assembly 
stations. 

Furthermore, it should be recogniZed that each assembly 
station may actually comprise multiple assembly stations (or 
“sub-assembly stations”), Which each assemble a portion of 
another assembly station. For instance, a ?rst assembly 
station may comprise tWo sub-assembly stations, A and B. 
Sub-assembly station A may function to assemble a subas 
sembly station B on a facing surface, and sub-assembly 
station B may function to assemble a sub-assembly station 
A on such facing surface, thereby resulting in a second 
assembly station that comprises sub-assembly stationsA and 
B. For example, an SRMS may consist of a set of tWo or 
more assembly stations of non-like types Which may coop 
eratively replicate a similar set using a sequence of surface 
to-surface manufacturing operations, a process Which may 
be called non-singlet replication. By Way of illustration, and 
Without intending to preclude other implementations from 
the scope of the present invention, consider a set consisting 
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of an assembly station of type A and a second assembly 
station of type B. The initial stations A and B may be 
manually constructed (e.g., hand-built). On an opposing 
surface, station A may then construct 50% of a “daughter 
station” A, While station B constructs a different 50% of 
daughter station B. Thereafter, station B may be used to 
construct the remaining 50% of daughter station A, While 
station A constructs the remaining 50% of daughter station 
B, thereby completing the construction of both daughter 
assembly stations. Thus in non-singlet replication, assembly 
stations A and B might not be able independently to self 
replicate, but the set (consisting of A plus B) can self 
replicate additional like sets exponentially. 

Thus, a most preferred embodiment provides a manufac 
turing system that utiliZes surface-to-surface assembly. 
Furthermore, such manufacturing system may perform the 
surface-to-surface assembly in a parallel manner (e.g., more 
than one surface-to-surface assembly may be performed 
simultaneously). Further still, such a surface-to-surface 
assembly may be implemented in a ping-pong manner to 
construct assembly stations on tWo or more surfaces in an 
efficient manner. Additionally, a most preferred embodiment 
provides such a surface-to-surface assembly that may be 
implemented for small scale assembly (e. g., assembly on the 
micron scale). It should also be noted that a most preferred 
embodiment implements one or more surfaces, Which may 
each comprise one or more assembly stations thereon, such 
that common translational movements are utiliZed for such 
one or more surfaces, thereby enabling the one or more 
assembly stations thereon to be simultaneously translated in 
a common manner. A most preferred embodiment enables 
surface-to-surface manufacturing to be extended to three 
dimensions by stacking multiple surfaces (or “Work areas”). 
As discussed in greater detail beloW, a preferred embodi 
ment provides a positional assembly manufacturing system 
that presents appropriate parts prearranged on Wafers (or 
some other type of surface-mounted parts holders) to an 
assembly station, Which then assembles the parts on the 
Wafer (or other surface). Further still, in a most preferred 
embodiment such parts may be micron-scale parts (e.g., 
MEMS parts produced using lithographic, integrated-circuit 
based production methods). In a most preferred 
embodiment, a manufacturing station having tWo degrees of 
rotational freedom (referred to herein as a “MS2R”), as 
described herein, is implemented as the assembly station 
Within the SRMS. HoWever, in alternative embodiments, 
any type of assembly station capable of self replication may 
be implemented Within the SRMS. 

The foregoing has outlined rather broadly the features and 
technical advantages of the present invention in order that 
the detailed description of the invention that folloWs may be 
better understood. Additional features and advantages of the 
invention Will be described hereinafter Which form the 
subject of the claims of the invention. It should be appre 
ciated by those skilled in the art that the conception and 
speci?c embodiment disclosed may be readily utiliZed as a 
basis for modifying or designing other structures for carry 
ing out the same purposes of the present invention. It should 
also be realiZed by those skilled in the art that such equiva 
lent constructions do not depart from the spirit and scope of 
the invention as set forth in the appended claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

For a more complete understanding of the present 
invention, and the advantages thereof, reference is noW 
made to the folloWing descriptions taken in conjunction With 
the accompanying draWing, in Which: 
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FIG. 1 shoWs an exemplary hydrogen abstraction tool of 

the prior art; 
FIG. 2 shoWs an exemplary logical illustration of a 

broadcast architecture; 
FIG. 3A shoWs an exemplary surface that may be utiliZed 

in an SRMS of a preferred embodiment; 

FIG. 3B shoWs a second exemplary surface that may be 
utiliZed in an SRMS of a preferred embodiment, Which has 
a mirrored coordinate system to that of FIG. 3A; 

FIG. 4 shoWs an exemplary ?oW diagram for the manu 
facturing process of a most preferred embodiment; 

FIG. 5 shoWs exemplary surfaces arranged to alloW self 
replication of assembly stations Within the SRMS of a most 
preferred embodiment; 

FIG. 6 shoWs exemplary surfaces arranged to alloW 
further self replication of assembly stations Within the 
SRMS of a most preferred embodiment; 

FIGS. 7A—7H shoW an exemplary manufacturing process 
of a most preferred embodiment Which enables assembly 
stations to replicate at an exponential rate; 

FIG. 8A shoWs one implementation of components that 
may be assembled into an assembly station, Which is 
referred to herein as a MS2R, that may utiliZed in a most 

preferred embodiment; 
FIG. 8B shoWs one implementation of components that 

may be assembled into an MS2R assembly station by the 
MS2R constructed from components of FIG. 8A; 

FIG. 9A shoWs an exemplary topvieW of a MS2R having 
“gripped” a part for constructing a like assembly station; 

FIG. 9B shoWs an exemplary side vieW of MS2R having 
“gripped” a part for constructing a like assembly station; 

FIG. 10 shoWs an example of a mirrored coordinate 
system to illustrate one implementation for addressing die 
sites in a preferred embodiment; and 

FIG. 11 shoWs an exemplary fabrication process that may 
be utiliZed to fabricate totally releasable MEMS components 
having electrical isolation, such components may enable 
assembly stations according to a preferred embodiment of 
the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
I. OvervieW 
A preferred embodiment of the present invention utiliZes 

positional assembly techniques to enable a non-biological 
self replicating manufacturing system (“SRMS”). In a most 
preferred embodiment, such a non-biological SRMS utiliZes 
micron-scale or nano-scale parts in performing self replica 
tion. HoWever, alternative embodiments may be imple 
mented to enable SRMS for any siZe scale, and any such 
embodiments are intended to be Within the scope of the 
present invention. As Will be discussed in greater detail 
hereafter, a most preferred embodiment applies dead reck 
oning pick and place operations to parts, thus greatly sim 
plifying the design of the manufacturing system and per 
mitting simultaneous manufacture by many devices 
operating in parallel from very simple instructions. 
As is Well knoWn in the art, the lithographically-based 

processes, by their nature, are planar. As a consequence, the 
self replication of a most preferred embodiment is also 
planar. As Will be discussed in greater detail hereafter, in a 
most preferred embodiment, an assembly station (e.g., 
robotic arm) mounted on a surface, Which may also be 
referred to herein as a “Work area,” can manufacture a copy 
of itself on a facing surface (or “facing Work area”). For 
example, suppose a robotic arm is made from lithographic 
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components and further suppose that a surface is presented 
facing the robotic arm, Wherein such a facing surface is a 
Wafer having the appropriate lithographic components 
needed to assemble a like robotic arm pre-positioned on its 
surface. The robotic arm can pick up the components 
provided that it can “gra ” (or “grip”) such components 
even When located With some modest positional error 
(typically on the order of one or tWo microns for the 
lithographic processes currently being used, but this error 
may be scaled With the accuracy of the process). Recent 
development of appropriate grippers and complementary 
attachmnent points (e.g., “handles”), such as those disclosed 
in concurrently ?led and commonly assigned US. patent 
applicaiton Ser. No. 09/569,329 entitled “GRIPPER AND 
COMPLEMENTARY HANDLE FOR USE WITH 
MICROCOMPONENTS,” the disclosure of Which are 
hereby incorporated herein by reference, may be imple 
mented to aid in enabling such a robotic arm to “grip” 
pre-positioned components (or parts) in the face of some 
acceptable positional error. Given that such an assembly 
station can “grip” the necessary parts, the assembly station 
can assemble the parts presented to it into a like assembly 
station provided that the assembly station is capable of 
receiving (and performing) necessary instructions for per 
forming such an assembly. As a result, positional assembly 
can be utiliZed to achieve self replication of the assembly 
station even for very small scale assembly, such as micron 
scale or nanometer-scale assembly. 

Furthermore, a most preferred embodiment utiliZes dead 
reckoning positional assembly (“DRPA”), i.e., no feedback 
positional assembly. The assembly process of a most pre 
ferred embodiment is implemented in a manner that self 
corrects minor positional errors (e.g., parts on a facing 
surface being positioned on the surface incorrectly), thereby 
preventing the gradual accumulation of errors resulting from 
such minor positional errors. For example, the manufactur 
ing system of a most preferred embodiment utiliZes self 
aligning mechanisms (“SAMs”) to correct the position of 
incorrectly positioned parts and prevent the gradual accu 
mulation of error in position. For instance, “grippers” and/or 
“handles,” such as those disclosed in concurrently ?led 
commonly assigned US. application Ser. No. 09/569,329 
entitled “GRIPPER AND COMPLEMENTARY HANDLE 
FOR USE WITH MICROCOMPONENTS” may be imple 
mented Within the manufacturing system of a most preferred 
embodiment to enable the manufacturing system to self 
correct minor positional errors of the parts to be assembled. 
As a result, DRPA operation is enabled for the assembly 
process of a most preferred embodiment. Such DRPA opera 
tion of a most preferred embodiment may further reduce the 
design complexity of the manufacturing system, as opposed 
to a manufacturing system that requires extensive feedback 
information to control the assembly of parts. Of course, it 
should be recogniZed that in alternative embodiments the 
SRMS may be implemented having feedback information 
from an assembly station to a control station (e.g., a control 
computer), and any such embodiment is intended to be 
Within the scope of the present invention. 
As Will be discussed in greater detail beloW, a most 

preferred embodiment provides a manufacturing system that 
includes an assembly station capable of performing microas 
sembly on a facing surface having the necessary parts 
prearranged thereon such that the assembly station is oper 
able to assemble a like assembly station (i.e., self replicate). 
For instance, such an assembly station may comprise a 
single robotic arm capable of executing a ?xed sequence of 
movements to assemble a second robotic arm on a facing 
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surface from prearranged (or pre-positioned) parts included 
on such facing surface. It should be recogniZed that such an 
SRMS enables for the assembly stations to be replicated in 
an ef?cient manner. For example, in one implementation of 
a most preferred embodiment the SRMS enables assembly 
stations to self replicate exponentially. For instance, once a 
?rst assembly station (e.g., that includes a robotic arm) 
manufactures a second like assembly station on a second 
surface (e.g., on a facing surface), then both of the com 
pleted assembly stations can Work in parallel to manufacture 
further assembly stations. It should be understood that this 
process may be implemented exponentially, e.g., the tWo 
aforementioned stations noW Working in parallel produce 
tWo more stations, these in turn produce four more, Which 
then produce eight more, etcetera. As all assembly stations 
may operate synchronously (or in parallel), the time required 
for each doubling of the number of assembly stations is ?xed 
(e.g., is the equivalent of the construction time for a single 
assembly station). 

Furthermore, a most preferred embodiment may imple 
ment tWo (or more) surfaces that are arranged to enable a 
“ping-pong” mode of replicating assembly stations. For 
example, a ?rst assembly station on a ?rst surface may 
manufacture a like assembly station on a second (e.g., 
facing) surface. Thereafter, the second assembly station on 
the second surface may manufacture a third assembly station 
on the ?rst surface. Thereafter, the tWo assembly stations on 
the ?rst surface may make tWo additional assembly stations 
on the second surface. This process can be continued, With 
the number of robotic arms on each surface increasing, for 
example, in a Fibonacci sequence (Which is a type of 
exponential increase). Therefore, such a ping-pong mode 
may enable assembly station(s) of one surface to assemble 
one or more assembly stations on a second surface, While 
also enabling assembly station(s) of such second surface to 
assemble one or more assembly stations on the ?rst surface. 
Such a ping-pong design may further improve the ef?ciency 
and rate of increasing the number of assembly stations 
Within the SRMS of a preferred embodiment. 

Moreover, a most preferred embodiment may implement 
tWo (or more) surfaces that are arranged to enable a “par 
allel” mode of replicating assembly stations. For example, a 
?rst assembly station on a ?rst surface may manufacture a 
like assembly station on a second (e.g., facing) surface. 
Thereafter, the second assembly station on the second sur 
face may manufacture a third assembly station on the ?rst 
surface. Of course, the ?rst assembly station may, in parallel, 
manufacture a fourth assembly station on the second surface. 
Thereafter, the tWo assembly stations on the ?rst surface 
may make tWo additional assembly stations on the second 
surface. Of course, the tWo assembly stations on the second 
surface may, in parallel, make tWo additional assembly 
stations on the ?rst surface. This process can be continued, 
With the number of robotic arms on each surface increasing 
exponentially. Therefore, such a parallel mode may enable 
assembly station(s) of one surface to assemble one or more 
assembly stations on a second surface, While also enabling 
assembly station(s) of such second surface to simultaneously 
assemble one or more assembly stations on the ?rst surface. 
Such a parallel implementation may further improve the 
ef?ciency and rate of increasing the number of assembly 
stations Within the SRMS of a preferred embodiment. 

In a most preferred embodiment many assembly stations 
may be assembled on each surface. Furthermore, in a most 
preferred embodiment the entire surface can be moved (or 
repositioned) in X, Y and Z directions (i.e., in three 
dimensions). For example, in a most preferred embodiment, 


























